
 

 

 

 

 

Are You A Talent-Plus Person? 

Why Some Athletes Fail Where Others Succeed. 

13 Areas We All Need to Improvement – Part 2 
Alan D. Tyson PT, ATC 

(Paraphrased from John Maxwell’s “Talent is Never Enough”) 

 

Last week we talked about how Belief can lift your talent.  You need to belief in your 

potential and lack of belief can put a ceiling on your talent.  The second area we feel is 

critical for athletes to succeed is Passion.  Talent doesn’t carry people to the top – it’s 

passion.  Passion is more important than a plan. Passion creates fire; it provides fuel. As 

long as the passion is there, it doesn’t matter if individuals fail or how many times they 

fall down. It doesn’t matter if people say they cannot succeed.  They keep going and 

make the most of whatever talent they possess.  They are talent plus people and do not 

stop until they succeed.  A passionate person with limited talent will outperform a 

passive person who possesses greater talent.  Why? Because passionate people act with 

boundless enthusiasm, and they just keep on going. 

Six Reasons Passion Can Empower You: 

1. Passion is the first step to achievement.  Loving what you do is the key that opens 

the door to achievement.  

2. Passion increases willpower.  What to look forward to doing each day? What do 

you dream about? The answers to these questions can often help people discover 

their true passion. This passion makes a hard job seem like play.  When others 

stop, you keep going because it isn’t work to you. 

3. Passion produces energy.  Without passion, achievement becomes a long and 

difficult road.  The secret of passion:  I am gifted at what I do.  What I do makes a 

difference. When I do what I was made to do, I feel most alive. 

4. Passion is the foundation for excellence.  Passion can transform someone from 

average to excellent.  When you find purpose, you find passion.  When you find 

passion, it energizes your talent so that you can achieve excellence. 

5. Passion is the key to success.  Whenever anything fires up someone’s passion, 

impossibilities vanish.  Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote “Every great and 

commanding movement in the annals of the world is due to the triumph of 

enthusiasm”. 



6. Passion makes a person contagious. Have you ever been around someone that is 

some passionate about an event or project that you can’t help but become 

energized and pumped up.  Your passion will catch on with others. 

 

Protect your passion.  Not everyone in your life will help you in your area of passion.  In 

truth, there are two kinds of people: “firelighters” who will go out of their way to help 

you keep our fire hot, and “firefighters” who will throw cold water on your passion any 

chance they get. 

 

Purse your passion with everything you’ve got.  Your passion has the potential to 

provide you energy far beyond the limitations of your talent.  In the end you will be 

remembered for your passion. 

 

Next week we will discuss how Initiative Activates Your Talent. 

 

**Remember to: 
  

1)  Always plan ahead for what you are going to eat 
2)  Obtain adequate amounts of protein 

3)  Work on your flexibility and 

4)  Supplement your diet with a fish oil and multivitamin 
  

Let me know if I can help. Email me at architechsports@gmail.com 
  

Alan Tyson  

Physical Therapist, Athletic Trainer, Certified Strength and Conditioning 
Specialist 

 


